GHOST INTERNATIONAL S.r.l
Professional Duty Gear

Congratulations with this excellent Amadini product. Our entire product range is made from the highest quality materials
for almost unlimited time of use. Our products are produced with the intention to give you the best product on the market
for the sharpest price.

Amadini Ambidextrous IPSC Magazine Holder
The magazine holder is made from virtually indestructible ABS and can be used by both right and left-handed shooters.
The holder is made for double-row magazines and will fit all types and brands.
The holder has a removable spring for retaining the magazine. This spring can be removed by pressing with a hard object
against one of the two spring holders. The spring will come loose and can be replaced for a stiffer or weaker spring
depending on the shooter needs and wishes.
The two white screws on the side (B) can be adjusted to remove all movement from the magazine in the holder.
Do not tighten too much, removal of the magazine can be more difficult.
The angle of the magazine in comparison with the body can be adjusted. This goes as follows:
Remove the spring (see above)
Through the hole in the front of the magazine you can see a small torx-screw. Loosen this screw.
You can now rotate the magazine holder. You have 6 positions to choose from.
After choosing the correct position, tighten the screw and replace the spring by pushing the spring holders in the spring
holder hole. Make sure the spring sits firmly in place.

Universal Quick-Release Belt Clip
When you have to shoot from a lying or crouching position, most of the time the normal
position of your magazines is not sufficient. You now have the possibility to change position
of the holder in mere seconds without changing belt or loosening the holder from the belt.
Also adding extra magazines for those long stages is now no longer a problem. On and off
in only a few seconds.
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The universal Quick-Release belt clip has the unique feature of a slide-open clamp,
adjustable for any belt size.
Adjusting the clip to your belt.
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Measure the width of your belt.
Unscrew the torx screw at the back of the clip (A)
Slide the bottom part of the clip up or down, so you will get the distance of the belt
width between these points (B)
Tighten the screw.

Using the clip.
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Push with the thumb and finger the two side-release buttons and with the thumb
of the other hand push down on the top button. The sliding part of the clip will
unlock and slide down for a few millimetres. This is enough to release the slide.
(C)
Pull down the slide to open the space for the belt. The slide will stay in the lowest
position but will not lock. (D)
Find the correct position for the holder on the belt and hook the top part of the clip
over the top part of the belt. (E)
Lever the holder vertical and snap the lower part of the slide shut.
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The magazine holder is now firmly positioned on the belt. To remove the holder re-do
“Using the clip”
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Ghost Products customer service at: info@ghostinternational.com Tel. +390302110024 Fax +390302119623
Read owner manual before using

